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A Prospectus
A body of verse that has long stimulated, amazed and per
plexed the scholar and reader is Emily Dickinson's prolific
poetry.

The majority of Emily's poems deal with love, immor

tality, and death.

There is no doubt that she was preoccupied

with two of these distinct mind-boggling subjects -- death and
immortality.
Many scholars have accused Emily of becoming obsessed with
death and immortality.

In referring to Emily's poetry, the

term "preoccupied" is a better term than "obsessed" because the
latter carries the negative connotation that perhaps Emily was
distraught with these two subjects.

She was not driven mad by

these thoughts, but instead she was engrossed in them.
A very important point that needs stressing is the fact
that Emily's preoccupation did not muffle her senses, but in
stead enlivened them.
in his biography:

Richard Sewall supports this statement

"Such preoccupation seemed not to distract

or dim her (Emily's) immediate vision of worldly things -
nature and people; rather, it sharpened it, as if she were in
a constant process of viewing all things in the ultimate per
spective (like the sudden guest at the Homestead) and with the
intensity that comes from an unremitting sense of their
1
evanescence."

2

There is little question that death and immortality were
central themes in Emily's poetry.

These subjects became

veritable enigmas for Emily because of her biographical back
ground and her exposure to the deaths of her intimates.

In

order for one to understand her preoccupation with death and
immortality, it is essential that one must consider the bio
graphical influences that affected Emily throughout her life,
but even more importantly, one must also recognize the correla
tion between Emily's preoccupation with these two subjects and
the deaths of so many of her closest friends.
In the 1870's and early 1880's, Emily experienced great
devastation due to the deaths of her father, Samuel Bowles,
Reverend Charles Wadsworth, and Judge Otis P. Lord -- all of
whom Emily admired and loved.

About twenty years prior to

these deaths, Emily had agonized over the death of Benjamin
Newton -- another one of Emily's close and inspiring friends.
He exposed the concept of transcendentalism to Emily which made
a lasting impression on her.

Newton was not the only man who

influenced Emily and her thinking.

The other four men previously

mentioned also left their astounding and enduring marks which in
fluenced Emily's attitude toward death and immortality.
In order to understand fully these impressions and how they
affected Emily's perception of death and immortality, one must
consider both Emily's biographical background and the biograph
ical backgrounds of each of the five men in relation to the

3

friendships that developed between them and Emily; finally,
one must view the death and immortality poems as a product of
the culmination of all of these influences upon her developing
mind.

4

Emily Dickinson:

Conjecture or Actuality

The first biographical factor that warrants consideration
is Emily's Puritan background.

Amherst, the small town in which

Emily was reared, was under great influence of Puritan theocracy
and tradition.

Amherst College, founded through the efforts of

Emily's grandfather, was solely concerned with training its
students in Orthodox Christian views and sending its graduates
into the world to preach.
Johnson does:

Many scholars feel as Thomas H.

"The person that Emily Dickinson became and the

poetry that she wrote can be understood only within the context of the Valley traditions which she inherited and the dynasty
into which she was born.

The daily morning devotions, church

attendance twice on Sunday with all members of the family present,
frequent reading of the Bible -- all were woven into the texture
of the lives of Dickinsons as they were in those of most Valley
2
families during the second quarter of the nineteenth century."

Analogously Emily's background, like most Valley children's
background, was surrounded by a strict Christian-thinking atmo
sphere.

Thomas W. Ford outlines some ideas basic to Puritan

thinking in Heaven Beguiles The Tired.

They are as follows:

(1)

the belief in purification through hardship (struggle),

(2)

the idea of salvation through a personal experience of
conversion, and
the idea of preoccupation with religion.3

(3)

Emily's poetry definitely reveals the struggle with her
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own soul that possibly evolved from the puritan belief in
purification through hardship.

In poem 594, she states that

the struggle with the soul is the most important battle - the
greater one:

"of all the Battles prevalent -- By far the

greater one.... "

Similarly, Emily was highly influenced by

the puritan idea of salvation.
very common to most families.

In Amherst, conversion was
The need for conversion was

stressed upon children at a very early age.

Thomas H.

Johnson comments on the seriousness of conversion:
"Congregational principal limited church membership to those
who could offer evidence of conversion.

For an individual not

to undergo conversion by physical sensation was almost a moral
de 1.inquency..•. n4 Conversion was not only a common event to
the Amherst community, but it was also a common event at Mount
Holyoke Seminary where Emily attended school from 1847 until
1848.
Mary Lyon, the founder of Mount Holyoke, and the other
teachers were deeply concerned about the religious views of
their students.

They would set aside time for special meetings

where students would be given the opportunity to experience
possible salvation.

The policy at the Seminary was that the

students be examined on their spiritual health•.•.the impenitent must be brought at the earliest possible moment to an

awareness of their peril and wakened to a desire for conversion.11

\."is
•-

a result, Emily felt the pressure exerted on her by her peers.

She wanted to conform and to experience salvation, but was

5

honestly unable to do this.

As Johnson surmises "Emily Dickinson's

experience at Holyoke possibly caused her to develop a sense of
inadequacy that she never overcame."

6

-Another factor that influenced Emily was her exposure to
Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Emerson did lecture in Amherst occasion-

ally and was entertained by the Dickinson family on two occasions.
It was through Emerson that Emily was awakened to Transcendentalism.
This philosophy appealed to Emily probably because it emphasized
the faith in the potentialities of man, the individual's trust in
his own vision, self-reliance, and belief in the sufficiency of
the private man.

Rod W. Horton sums up characteristics of the

philosophy in Backgrounds of Thought:

"The triumph of feeling

and intuition over reason, the exaltation of the individual over
society, the impatience at any kind of restraint or bondage to
custom, the new and thrilling delight in nature -- all these were
in some measure characteristic of the American counterpart of the

movement .... " 7

Since Transcendentalism stressed the importance of the individ
ual, it is easy to understand how this could provide Emily with new
hope and renewed confidence.

As Johnson states in An Interpretive

Biography, " •.•• Transcendentalism as a doctrine meant just about
what each individual exponent of it felt it to mean." 8

Emily

saw Transcendentalism as optimistic; contrastingly, she viewed
Puritanism as pessimistic.

The reason why Emily felt this way

was because Puritanism played down the importance of the individual
and emphasized external authority, while Transcendentalism stressed

7

self-importance and "repudiated traditional authority." 9

is obvious that Puritanism and Transcendentalism were two

It

spiritual forces that influenced Emily's thinking and event

ually contributed to her deepening interest in death and

immortality.

Although Ralph Waldo Emerson was responsible for awakening

Emily to Transcendentalism, it was �enjamin F. Newton who prin

cipally exposed Emily to the philosophy.

clerK who worked for Edward Dickinson.
.

-- ·-- .......

Newton w_�s- � young law

He had not finished

school, but was exceptionally knowledgeable in his field. �e

had a comprehensive knowledge of contemporary literature as

well, which he used to broaden Emily' s mi..::J He once gave Emily

a copy of Emerson's poems as a gift and he always encouraged
her poetic aspirations.

her advice an� guidance.

New�on believed in Emily and he offered
T�--�eI
_ ��i9�ship that grew between him

and Emily was not a romantic one, but

pupil friendsh�.

j The

rather aflose teacher

fact that Newton got married shortly after

he left Amherst supports the previous statement.

Emily to Newton survive;

No letters from

however, there is a letter from Emily

to Newton's pastor -- Mr. Edward Everett Hale -- that expresses

Emily's concern for Newton.

In the letter, she inquires about

tJewton's spiritual state shortly after Emily received news of
his premature death at the age of 33:

Rev Mr. Hale Pardon the liberty Sir, which a stranger takes in addressing
you, but I think you may be familiar with the last hours of
a Friend r and I therefore transgress a courtesy r which in
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another circumstance, I should seek to observe. I think,
Sir, you were the Pastor of Mr. B. F. Newton, who died some
time since in Worcester, and I often have hoped to know if
his last hours were cheerful, and if he was willing to die.
Had I his wife's acquaintance, I w'd not trouble you Sir,
but I have never met her, and do not know where she resides,
nor have I a friend in Worcester who could satisfy my in
quiries. You may think my desire strange, Sir, but the Dead
was dear to me, and I would love to know that he sleeps
peacefully.
Mr. Newton was with my Father two years, before going to
Worcester -- in pursuing his studies, and was much in our
family.
I was then but a child, yet I was old enough to admire
the strength, and grace, of an intellect far surpassing my
own, and it taught me many lessons, for which I thank it
humbly, now that it is gone. Mr. Newton became to me a
gentle, yet grave Preceptor, teaching me what to read,
what authors to admire, what was most grand or beautiful
in nature, and that sublimer lesson, a faith in things un
seen, and in a life again, nobler, and much more blessed -Of all these things he spoke -- he taught me of them all,
earnestly, tenderly, and when he went from us. it was an
elder brother, loved indeed very much, and mourned, and re
membered. During his life in Worcester, he often wrote to
me, and I replied to his letters -- I always asked for his
health, and he answered so cheerfully, that while I knew
he was ill, his death indeed surprised me. He often talked
of God, but I do not know certainly if he was his Father in
Heaven -- Please Sir, do tell me if he was willing to die,
and if you think him at Home, I should love so much to know
certainly, that he was today in Heaven. Once more, Sir,
please forgive the audacities of a Stranger, and a few lines,
Sir, from you, at a convenient hour, will be received with
gratitude, most happy to requite you, sh'd it have opportunity.
Yours very respectfully,
Emily E. Dickinson
P.S. Please ad9 ess your reply to Emily E. Dickinson-
Amherst--Mass-- 0
Emily viewed Newton as a close friend with whom she could
share her real feelings.
of Emily's secret lovers.

It is most improbable that he was one
He was instead one of the men who not

only understood Emily's poetic desire, but also assisted Emily
in unlocking the closed chambers of her mind.

For this, she
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had to love him very dearly -- not as a lover, but most prob
ably as a brother. l1::1fly refers to Newton in another letter
(addressed to T. W. Higginson) as the person who taught her

immortality:

"When a little Girl, I had a friend, who taught

me immortality -- but venturing too near, himself -- he-never
returned -- Soon after, my Tutor, died -- and for several years 1

my Lexicon -- was my only companion. 1111 /

This exemplifies the indebtedness to Newton that Emily must
have felt because of the mass of knowledge that he exposed to
her in the short time that they knew each other.

Emily acquired

a lot of her special vocabulary through the literature that
Newton gave her to read.
�Newton's death in March 1853 was an appalling and pain
His death raised again "the eternal

ful experience for Emily.

v�,.....

dilemma of her life, the relation of death to immortality....
his early death etched clearly upon her soul the tragedy of

loss and the frustration of death."�

�other major figure and chief influence in Emily 1 s•life

was her father
by her father.

Edward Dickinson.

Emily was greatly impressed

He was both hard-working and ambitious, yet not
.

··---�--- -�

•··----- -

_,.

.

- --�---

...

understood completely by anyone. lEmily, more than any one else,

tried to understand her father and his actions.

She had an ex

1·

tremely hard time in trying to comprehend and bridge the distance
which he created between his children and himsel�.

Emily's attitude towards her father consisted of many elements.
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The relationship between them was a very delicate and complex
one.

She grew in her understanding by observing the pathos of

her father's life.

He was a very successful public figure with

a powerful personality.
articulate individual.

He was also an extremely dedicated and
He always asseverated his views with

great conviction, attracted people by his blandishments, and
demonstrated exceptional political acumen.

Yet--even with

these attributes -- he lived a somber, lonely, and remote pri
vate life.
Edward was viewed as a very austere and dour individual.
His sternness may have been due to the financial hardships that
he had suffered.

For many years, Edward was unable to provide

shelter for his family without sharing a house with other rela
tives.

This not only presented complications for the Dickinson

family, but also created tension and stress on Edward (which he
probably released upon his children on occasion}.
It is well known that Edward was not one to lavish his
children with affection; however, he was very concerned about
their health, schooling, and obedience.

Edward's affinity is

clearly obvious in a letter that he sent home:
My Dear little Children, Your mother writes me that you
have been quite good since I came away -- You don't know
what a pleasure it is for me to have such good news from
you -- I want to have you do perfectly right -- always be
kind & pleasant, & always tell the truth, & never deceive.
That is the way to become good -- If you do right, & that
every body will -- every body will like you -- I want to
have you grow up & go to school -- while a great many poor
children have to go hungry -- and have ragged clothes -& sl€ep cold, & have poor green wood to burn & can't have

l I

books or go to school. All you learn, now, when you are
young, will do you a great deal of good, when you are
grown up. Austin, be careful, & not let the woodpile fall
on you -- & don't let the cattle hurt you in the yard,
when you go.... after water. Take good ca j of Emily, when
1
you go to school & not let her get hurt."
In another letter from Edward to his family, he emphasized education and said nothing about piety:

"Keep school, and learn,

so as to tell me, when I come home, how many new things you have
learned, since I came away."

14

In contrast to Edward's deep concern for his children, he
was also a very domineering and stern parent which caused a
strained father-child relationship at times.

Edward Dickinson

was deeply concerned simultaneously about his family, law and
politics.

After a long absence from Politics, Edward decided

to return to Boston on June 15, 1874 to serve in the legislature.
A day later while the remaining Dickinsons were eating supper,
Austin came running in carrying a piece of paper--a telegram -
advising that the family should come right away because Edward's
condition was critical.

Austin and Vinnie began preparation to

leave; however, a second telegram came announcing Edward's death.
"The shock sent Emily into a state of quiet hysteria lasting for
a week or more.

In her mind, glowed the memory of her father as
15
Apparently,
she had last seen him at home two days before."

Emily played her father's favorite hymns and Edward sat watching
Emily and enjoying their companionship.

He made the comment that

he wished the day would never end which embarrassed Emily.
suggested that Edward and Austin go for a walk.

Emily

The next morning,
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Emily woke her father so he could meet the train to Boston and
she never saw him again.

After this occurrence, Emily would

walk around in a daze with tears in her eyes telling Austin's
children, "You must remember your grandfather.
you must never forget him."

You must -

16

Edward's death was "the first major encroachment upon the
routines of duty and love which she (Emily) now made her total
concern." 17

Edward was a very hard individual to understand.

He sums up his own character in an introspective letter to his
future wife:
I will plainly tell you what I think of my own disposition,
and what I think of yours. I am naturally quick & ardent
in my feeling, easily excited, tho' not easily provoked
decided in my opinions -- determined in accomplishing
whatever I undertake -- hard to be persuaded that I am
wrong when I have once formed my opinion upon reflection
sometimes unyielding and obstinate -- rather particular
like to have everthing in the right place done at the
right time -- have a little personal irritability in my
constitution -- am rather high-spirited, at times -- tho
generally moderate -- like to have things go pretty
smoothly, have business enough to keep me occupied•••• " 18
Edward's description of himself is very prophetic and rele
vant to his character.

He was a man who knew his strengths and

who focused on them; however, it appears that he didn't acknow
ledge his weaknesses -- his failure to communicate his deep love
and affection to his family and his failure to commit himself
totally to his children.

There is also the possibility that

Edward didn't realize these weaknesses existed.

He lived in a

separate domain from his family which resulted in individuals
in the family, similarly, creating and building their own domains.

13

Emily, of course, is the primary example of the child who
carves out a totally isolated and divaricated domain as Sewall
states in The Life of Emily Dickinson:
...she (Emily) recognized the profound differences
between them (she and her father) and began to carve
out for herself a separate domain in which she could
live her own life intact -- a domain from which she
could emerge to give her father the kindnesses and
attentions that naturally flowed from her fondness
for him but to which she could repair whenever she
chose. Her comment in a letter to Austin in 1851
marks the beginning, or near it, of this conscious
effort to esta9�ish her own world within the world
of the family.
Lamenting Austin's absence, she writes:
'when I know of anything funny, I am just as apt to
cry, far more so than to laugh, for I know who loves
jokes best, and who is not here to enjoy them. We
don't have many jokes tho' now, it is pretty much all
sobriety, and we do not have much poetry, father having
made up his mind that it's pretty much all real life.
Father's real life and mine som imes come into collis
ion, but as yet, escape unhurt!

20

Even though Edward and Emily fabricated two separate, differ
ent worlds and oscillated between each other's world, there is
no doubt that a profound love and perpetual bond existed between
them.

This is evident through the letters and poems written by

Emily (which will be analyzed later in this paper).

·-- ·

�-�y was

most d�finitely tpe one pers<;>!). w.h.<? .truly observed _and. best
understood the multi-faceted man -- her father

---·-·

Dickinson.

Edward

1

4

Shadows of a Man
"Perhaps it was the woman in her, perhaps it was simply a
basic human need, but all her life Emily Dickinson needed an
object, a person, on whom she could focus her creative powers. 11

1

In addition to her father, Emily focused much of her atten
tion on her father's very dear friend - Judge Otis Phillip Lord.
Lord, eighteen years older than Emily, graduated from Amherst
befor� Emily ever began school.

Very much involved in Politics,

he began studying law at Harvard; he was admitted to the Essex
County Bar in 1835 a�d began his practice in Ipswich.

Soon

after this, he married Elizabeth Farley and the two of them lived
in Salem.
Otis P. Lord was not an ordinary man when it came to goals
and accomplishments.

He was appointed to many political positions

such as judge for a superior court in Massachusetts, as well as
an associate judge of the Supreme Judicial Court.

He was active

in state politics and spent five years in the House of Represent
atives.

His political acumen was only one of his attributes - he

had many as it seems from the impression one receives from an
article written about him in the "Springfield Republican."

It

saw him as "the acknowledged leader of the House, a man of
'vigorous intellect•••. ' force of character•..a powerful and

pungent debater,' who is 'severe in his logic, blighting in his
sarcasm, and audacious in his denunciations, and always armed,
at all points, either for defense or attack.

11

2

15

Otis P. Lord was very much like Emily's father and it is
highly probable that the close attachment between Emily and
Otis developed because of characteristics that he exhibited
which were duplications of her father's.

The close attach

ment between Emily and Otis is possibly a corollary with re
spect to Otis and Edward's likenesses.
Otis, like Edward, had a sincere interest in Amherst College.
He supported and believed in education just as Edward did.

Both

men were die-hard whigs, a situation which again created a common
link between these two men.

Another characteristic which both

men possessed was the ability to communicate well with very
large audiences.

They

They both were great public speakers.

both were politically active.

They both seemed to have shared

a shatterproof bond, if any, with Emily.

There's little in

certitude in such a statement as this because there is much
proof that an unparalleled bond existed between Emily and her
father, and Emily and Judge Otis P. Lord.
According to Richard B. Sewall,"it is clear that Emily
Dickinson was in love and that she was loved in return.

11

3

Her relationship with Lord was probably the one relationship
which came closest to a fulfilled love for Emily.

There are

letters, though only a few survive, which substantiate this
union between Emily and Otis.

Perhaps it was not a consummated

love; however,Emily and Otis did indeed possess a sincere
adoration for and an attachment to each other_

For Emily, it

16

could have been a yearning for a romantic love which in turn
fed her poetry. I t enlivened her creativity and imagination to
the degree that Emily produced her own canon of poems.
Sewall accurately outlines how significant the letters and
poems are in understanding this relationship: "if we have met
with little bafflement as to the specifics of Emily Dickinson's
affair of the heart - the time, the duration, the degree of re
ciprocity, at times the identity of the beloved - it should be
clear by now that, satisfying as it would be to have all such
questions answered, by far the greater value lies in the letters
and poems these relationships produced."

4

Was Otis P. Lord the great love affair of Emily's life?

Yes,

as Richard Sewall views the total picture, "Lord was in many ways
the supremely rewarding person for Emily.

What we can properly

call their love affair begins with the letters.

The usual warn

ing must be posted: of the fifteen letters that survive, only
three can be dated precisely and those only by internal evidence.
The first of these three was written April 30, 1882; the first
five of the fifteen sometime (according to the handwriting) in
1878, the year following Mrs. Lord's death on December 10, 1877.
"Apparently it was this latter event that released feelings
in Emily that had been building up for some time.

Her first

letter (to follow the order of printing in the 1958 Letters)
starts with a sense of glorious new freedom:

11

5

17

My lovely Salem smiles at me. I seek his face so
often - but I have done with guises. I confess that
I love him - I rejoice that I love him - I thank the
maker of Heaven and Earth - that gave him me to love
the exultation floods me I can not find my channel the Creek turns Sea - as thought of thee - Will you
punish me? 'Involuntary Bankruptcy', how could that
be Crime? Incarcerate me in yourself - rosy penalty threading with you - this lovely maze, which is not
Life or Death - though, it has the intangibleness of
one, and the flush of the other - waking for your
6
sake on Day made magical with you before I went •...

Another warning to which Sewall alludes is that there is
no real way of telling which drafts and fair copies were posted.
These drafts and copies were given to Mabel. Todd by Austin
in the early 1890's.

They were all placed in one envelope and

Austin denoted that they were 'very special and personal.'
did not reveal how he came by them.

He

Sewall supposes, as have

others that Austin possibly snatched them from the fire and
kept them safe.

It is also possible that Emily gave the

drafts to Austin to keep.
Sewall states that Emily's letters to Lord were "curiously
contradictory.11 7
appeared this way.

Perhaps Emily wrote the letters so that they
It is very possible that Emily wanted to

"tell all the truth" but she had to "tell it slant" so that she,
Otis, and their privacy were protected.
The following poem appears to outline the reality of her life
and the relationships she encountered:
Tell all the Truth
Success in Circuit
Too bright for our
The Truth's superb

but tell it slant
Lies
infirm Delight
surprise

18

As Lightning to the children eased
With explanation kind
The Truth must dazzle ijradually
Or every man be blindThis poem emphasizes the significance of gradually ex
posing others to the shocking truth.

If the truth is told

directly and exactly, it will overwhelm and people will be
blinded from the shock; therefore, it must be told in such
a way that the explanation dazzles the mind gradually.

Is

it possible that Emily was consciously doing this in her
poetry and letters?

We can only surmise.

Regardless, Lord was a great influence on Emily; her
emotions, her attitude, her spirit, and her poetry (letters)
were all affected by the relationship that existed between
her and Otis.

There is no question that Otis P. Lord in

fluenced Emily's writing.

He had sent Emily Mrs. Cowden

Clarke's Complete Concordance to Shakespeare (Boston, 1877).
She had read Shakespeare's works and was aware of his tech
nique of punning.
verses.

Emily uses this technique in her own

She plays with the word Lord.

There is no way to

determine precisely when she uses Lord in reference to God,
or when she uses it in reference to the man - Otis P. Lord,
or when she parallels the qualities of the latter with those
of the former and visualizes an apotheosis - Otis P. Lord,
the man as Otis P. Lord, the God (Lord).

However, she is very

clever, her method premeditated and a special meaning has been
assigned to each line before she writes it.

19

As Thomas Johnson states in Emily Dickinson:

An Interpretive

Biography, Emily's correspondence with Judge Lord began late in
life and "the few drafts that survive indicate how deeply in love
with him she became.11 9
Bearing in mind the fact that Mrs. Lord died on December 10,
1877, the poems and letters that Emily wrote after that date
take on a novel significance because of the irrepressible free
dom Emily must have felt concerning her relationship with Otis
P. Lord.

It is also very possible that she even begins to feel

more threatened by the relationship years after 1877, because
before Mrs. Lord's death Emily was actually safe in the relation
ship with Otis; she knew it was highly improbable that he would
ever leave his wife or that Emily would ever be placed in a
position where she would have to give up some of her freedom and
privacy for a man whom she had long adored and desired and one
whom she had knowingly accepted as a man that would never truly
be hers solely.

At a very young age, Emily became infatuated

with Otis and that infatuation created the spark in Emily's mind
that grew into the flame which intensified this relationship
between the two of them.

Whether the flame ever ignited into

the fire, one can only presume; yet, the letters which have
survived appear to support this presumption.
Unfortunate as it is, commitment (such as marriage) can
sometimes create a threatening sense of duty, responsibility
and restraint upon the individuals involved, and this can

20

destroy the mysticism, excitability and galvanic magnetism
between two people in a relationship.

On the other hand,a

non-committal relationship is more likely to allow the in
dividuals to sustain the intimacy and magical impetuosity
in the relationship.

Most certainly, these situations may

vary depending upon the feelings of the individuals involved.
For Emily and Otis, the non-committal relationship probably
worked best.

Otis did not have any restraints placed upon

him by Emily, nor did Emily have restraints placed upon her
by Otis.

They experienced a wonderful, long-lasting friend

ship which grew into a love, an emotionally - intimate alliance
between them.

In the fair copy (559) written around

1 878

addressed to Otis from Emily, she refers to Otis as "My Lovely
Salem."

She sees him as hers and continues to write "I seek

his Face so often - but I have done with guises."
she had to use guises.

Until now,

She and Otis had to pretend that he

and she were only friends.

The next several lines emphasize

how she must have longed to tell the world how she really felt
about Otis:

"I confess that I love him - I rejoice that I love

him - I thank the maker of Heaven and Earth - that gave him me
to love - the exultation floods me." 10

Here Emily's avowal is

overpowering and at last, after all of those years of secrecy,
she feels an insurrection of her emotions.

In the last line

of this letter "Oh Nation of the soul thou hast thy freedom
now", Emily refers to the freedom that she is finally realizing.
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Even though she refers to this freedom, she must have felt
_great reluctance to acknowledge (even at this time) the love
she and Lord shared, since there were others still alive whom
Emily professed to love.

The truth may have created calamity

for these persons.
There are many references in Emily's letters that create
a picture of idolatry with Emily as the idolatress a�d Otis
as the idol.

In one letter (560), Emily exclaims "Oh, my too

beloved, save me from the idolatry which would crush us both-.11 11
She again ascribes Otis as one who is "too" dearly loved and re
quests that he save her from this extreme devotion to and wor
ship of him.
ship.
(561).

For the idolatry singly could destroy the relation

This extreme adoration emerges again in another letter
Emily uses the terms donor, bankrupter, sauntering,

seraphic, and perdition which illustrate the destitution she
£eels when Otis is unable to pay his debts.

She has to beg

him to write her, and she feels he is the bankrupter since he
almost ignores her pleading.

Eventhough she is upset and

refers to him as "My naughty one, too seraphic Naughty", she
12
canonizes him.
She can not punish him for the way he has
wronged her.

She expresses this in the letter by stating

"Certainly not my enamored Heart."

13

This suggests that

Emily's love for Otis was much stronger than Otis' love for
her - at least at this particular time.

Emily acknowledges her

love for Otis in a variform (562). She begins the letter with an
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observation that still proves true today and one which will
continue to be true even for generations to come: "Don't
you know that 'No' is the wildest word we consign to Language? 11

14

In reality, this word - No - becomes the turnstile in Emily's
and Otis' relationship.

Emily alludes to the "Stile": "The

'Stile' is God's - My sweet one - for your great sake - not mine I will not let you cross - but it is all your's, and when it is
right I will lift the Bars, and lay you in the Moss - you showed
me the Word.

11
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The word "No" becomes the post with bars

that turn which serve to prevent one's entrance to something
(a human heart possibly - another's physical space, perhaps
a soul).

No entrance is allowed until the person entering has

paid the price.

Emily is the person abstaining by saying no;

thus she prevents Otis from entering until he has paid the price.
The price she demands is probably a reciprocity of devoted,
eternal love.
In another letter (56 3), Emily states that as time passes
and Sunday night approaches all of her "life is fever with nearness to your (Otis') blissful words -"
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Just as she longed

to hear his voice, she yearned for his presence.

Her life

was always shadowed by this fever - a fever that she had probably
sustained since early adulthood, and one which even now continues
to thrive on the spirit of splendid conjectures - the shadows of
a man.
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Samuel Bowles: Prospective Publisher - Latent Lover?
" .... her (Emily) love for Bowles, the evidence seems sure
that it existed, was intense, and was unfulfilled."

1

A man with zealous qualities that certainly attracted
admirable women characterizes Samuel Bowles.

He was an

optimistic, enthusiastic, intelligent individual who diligently
served as editor of the Springfield Republican.
reporting as early as

1 849

He began

and built his reputation as an

ebullient, influential editor of a one-man daily newspaper.
Bowles was a well-traveled man and he always had experiences
to share - especially with the Dickinson family.

Although he

developed a special friendship with Austin and Sue, he shared,
what many view, as a more deeply-rooted, intimate; hence
frustrating relationship with Emily.
"Tall, slightly stooped, with aguiline nose and piercing
eyes, he [Bowles] had from her youth won special affection from
2
Em·1
i y. "

She wrote to Mr. Bowles so frequently that she repeatedly

apologizes for this.

She wrote many letters and poems to him in

the early years of the friendship.

"Since those letters to him

and the poems she sent him are by far the most important, indeed
almost the only, surviving evidence about the nature of their
friendship, surely one of the most important in her life, the
situation is especially tantalizing.• 3
During the period between 1858-1862, Emily's life appears
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to have been filled with turmoil and despair.

Many view these

years as the "crucial years in her developing poetic purpose,
and yet her surviving correspondence for those years is peculiarly
sparse.

Only ten letters survive from the period between January,

1855 and January 1858; the dates of two of these are conjectural,
and none at all can be ascribed with any certainty to 1857.

11

4

There were obviously many factors which contributed to Emily's
despondency during these crucial years.

First of all her day

to-day routine of caring for her mother had to be stressful.
Not only did Emily have to deal with her mother's illness, but
she also had to deal with Austin's illness when he contacted
Typhoid Fever.

She even adapted to the added strain placed on

her and the family when cousins arrived as wards of Edward
Dickinson.
This period, too, was one of great religious turmoil for
Emily.

Darwin's theory of evolution was introduced which suggested
She was also

that those best adapted to the environment survive.
experiencing a great deal of rejection of her poetry.

Even when

it was accepted, it was ultimately altered, which for Emily was
blatant repudiation.

She, furthermore, was suffering from some

extremely unsettling intricacies with her vision.

This became

so serious that eye treatment was necessary to prolong her eye
sight.

This had to be very frightening and, of course, it created

mental and physical anguish for Emily.

However, the most excruciating

and intense pain resulted from her lover's rejection of her.

The

"Master" letters support this presumption which will be discussed
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later.

Another significant point of actuality is the fact that

four out of five of the men which I (and others) have proposed
to be the intimate men who influenced Emily's poetry and her
life are present in Emily's life during these crucial years
in one way or another.

These four men are Samuel Bowles,

Reverend Charles Wadsworth, Judge Otis P. Lord, and Edward
Dickinson.

The presence of each of these men come at different

times and in different forms.

In some instances, their presence

is experienced by Emily, through written communication.

In other

instances, their presence is experienced by Emily through personal
contact with her.

In still other instances their presences are

experienced by Emily through both of these outlets (a visit and
a letter possibly).

The mode of communication is not being

underscored here, rather the trepidation and confusion that
Emily must have felt as she tried to separate her feelings and
emotions for one man from those which she felt for another man.
Reverend Charles Wadsworth had called on Emily in 1860 for reasons
that are unclear; however, whatever the reason Emily most certainly
adopted his problem as her own.
to Europe for his bad health.

In 1862, Samuel Bowles was sent
Emily worried and was probably

tormented by the apprehension of Bowles expiration.

In June,

1860, Otis P. Lord and Mrs. Lord visited Amherst and spent time
with the Dickinsons_

Emily was present during their visit.

Based

on the supposition that Emily was in love with Otis, it must
have been extremely difficult to feign any passion or sensitivity
that she must have been experiencing.

In July, 1862, Otis delivered
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the commencement address in /\mherst and he probably spent time
with the Dickinsons - most assuredly with Emily.
In November of that same year, Samuel Bowles returned from
Europe and continued communication with Emily.

All of these

events affected Emily's total person: her outlook, her insight,
her perception of reality, her poetry and most significantly,
her heart and soul.

Genuinely these years were distressing

times for Emily, but remarkably she still overcame most of the
obstacles which she faced from 18 5 8-1862.
weren't viewed by Emily as obstacles.

Some of the obstacles

She accepted them instead

as the reality of the specific circumstances.

For Emily, the

relationship with Samuel Bowles was complex, exciting, frustrating
and exhausting.

Nevertheless "if her words mean anything at all -

thirty-five of her letters to Bowles survive and nearly fifty
poems went to him (some of them ,to his wife) - she was deeply
in love with him for several years and never ceased loving him,
at a distance, for the rest of her life." 5
Sewall believes that Emily's letters shed light on Bowles'
attitude, "since we have no letters from him to her, about the
only clues to his attitude toward her lie in her persistent and
often impassioned letters to him, her thanks for his letters
and other kindnesses, and the fact that he thought enough of
6
her letters to save them, or some of them."
Samuel Bowles' occupation as a publisher definitely attracted
Emily.

She wanted to be recognized as a great poet and she knew
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that unless she established and maintained close acquaintance
with someone in the publishing profession that she would probably

never be given the opportunity to display her real talent.

It

was especially difficult for women who lived during Emily's life
time to be given any acknowledgement in what was considered a
man's world.

There were other qualities which Bowles demonstrated

that probably at first infatuated but eventually inflamed Emily's
heart.

"He was known for his partiality for women of spirit and

brains.

Merriam, (Publisher of The Life and Times of Samuel

Bowles), who strongly defended his [Bowles) integrity, nevertheless
described him as 'quick,' 'subtle,' 'magnetic,' 'charming,' one
who conquered hearts (male and female) like a charming woman,
and with a feminine sense of power and pleasure in his conquests." 7
As Merriam writes "This man had no taste for solitude, no genius
for lonely contemplation."

8

Ironically, the beautiful, overpowering poetry which Emily
wrote was derived through "solitude� and "her genius for lonely
contemplation." 9
thinking.

These two people were very different in their

Bowles' taste in poetry was conventional.

His under

standing of humanity and religion was only superficial (not to
mention his understanding of Emily's poetry).

Maybe these

differences are the very things which attracted Emily to Bowles.
It's very possible that Emily felt challenged initially by Bowles'
rejection of her poetry_

It is also possible that Emily allowed

herself to become Bowles' "sponge" - and reciprocate the cultural
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insight and enlightenment that he had given the Dickinsons.

As

Merriam writes ...."His [Bowles] mode of growth was by absorption,
other people were to him sponges out of which he deftly squeezed
whatever knowledge they could yield."

Emily's understanding

of humanity was everything but superficial.

She always delved

deeper and deeper until her subject matter was wholly compre
hensible, she could aggrandize Bowles' rejection and speculation,
possibly resulting in his acceptance of her as an individual and
a poet.

"If as some think, the 'Master' letters were written

to him, her love must have been desperate.

misguided.0 10

At any rate, it was

The letters illuminated the intensity and depth of Emily's
love for him.

Letter (189) begins "Dear Friends."

This letter

is addressed to both Mr. & Mrs. Bowles, yet appears to have
been directed to Samuel:
I think Jerusalem must be like Sue's Drawing
Room, when we are talking and 1 1 �ghing there,
and you and Mrs. Bowles are by.
There is no projection of intimate attachment in this letter simply the beginning of a friendship.

This is the only letter

written jointly to Mr. & Mrs. Bowles.

In letter (193) addressed

to Samuel Bowles, Emily mentions a pamphlet which she thinks he
sent her.

She says she is not familiar with his handwriting

and that her guess may be mistaken, but she believes he sent it
and wants to thank him.
he sign it?)

(If in fact he did send it, why didn't

Emily inquires about the children: Sallie, Sam
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and Mary and wants to be assured that all is well since life
is so fragile - a "porcelain life" - because she doesn't want
to fall upon the broken glass.

She refers to her friends or

her "estate" and asks forgiveness for her greediness in storing
them away for safe keeping.

Emily expresses that "summer stopped

since you were here" - why did it stop?

She sends blessings for

Mrs. Bowles (probably in reference to the stillborn child loss)
and kisses for the children concluding with the line "We want
to see you, Mr. Bowles, but spare you the rehearsal of 'Familiar
truths'."

Did Emily mean "you" collectively, inclusive of his

wife and children when she wrote "We want to see you" or was
Emily only referring to seeing Sam?

More than likely, she

was referring only to Sam but the "slanted" way the letter is
written allows for either interpretation. The date of this
letter (still questionable) designates it as having been written
around late August of 1858.

If this date is accurate, this was

the same year that Emily is thought to have begun correspondence
with Bowles; hence, this was still very early in the relationship.
In letter (205) addressed to Bowles, Emily begins "Friend,
Sir r I did not see you.

I am very sorry.

Shall I keep the
It is now

wine till you come again, or send it in by 'Dick?'

behind the door in the library r also an unclaimed flower.
did not know you were going so soon - oh my tardy feet!
you not come again?

Friends are gems

. f requent.
in

"

12

I
Will

This

letter was dated around early April 1859; according to Merriam,
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Samuel Bowtes wrote the following to Charles Allen on April 8:
"I�had the present of a bottle of wine this
we¢k from a woman, with an affectionate note.
We l had some good fo91 last-day [April 7] and
we�drank the wine."
Emily,,pointedly,
apologizes to Bowles for writing so
,.
frequently�

The letter suggests that she misses him and needs

'·

to stay in 1 touch with him.
I'

In anotjler letter (223), Emily states that she is "much
ashamed."
more. "

She fears that she is not his "little friend no

Shef mentions her giddiness but the type of misbehavior

and the reasons for it are not clear.

We do know Bowles was

in Amherst ,�uring the week of August 5 to report commencement
;:

festivities�

This was, more than likely, the period of time

to which Enllly is referring in the letter.
I

,,

As Emily continues to write to Bowles, her sensitivity and
adoration fbr the man become more apparent.

In another letter

(229), Emily shows great concern for Bowles' health:
/
Deaf Friend.
Y�u remember the little "meeting" - we held
for!you - last spring? We met again - Saturday
'Tw*s May - when we "adjourned" - but then ad
journs - are all - the meetings were alike - Mr.
Bowtes - The Topic - did not tire us - so we
cho$e no new - we voted to remember you - so long
as both should live - including Immortality. To
count you as ourselves - except sometimes more
tenderly - as now - when you are ill- and we the:haler of the two - and so I bring the Bond we sign so many times - for you to read, when chaos
comes - or Treason - or Decay - still witnessing
toF4 morning.
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We hope it is a tri-Hope-composed of Vinnie's Sue's - and mine - that you took no more pain riding in the sleigh.
We hope our joy to see you - gave of it's own
degree - to you - we pray for your new health
the prayer that goes not down - when they shut
the church - We offer you our cups - stintless as to the Bee - the Lily, her new Liquors Would you like Summer? Taste of our's Spices? Buy, here!
Ill! We have Berries, for the parching.
Weary! Furlonghs of Down!
Perplexed! Estates of Violet - Trouble ne'er looked on!
Captive! We bring Repn'eve of Roses!
Fainting! Hasks of Air!
Even for Death - a Fair¥4Medicine But, which is it - Sir?
The date of this letter is conjectured from the handwriting
and was probably written around Bowles' birthday, February 9,
1861.

It refers to a trip by sleigh to Amherst.

Bowles

supposedly had taken a sleigh to Amherst in •either the winter
or early spring of 1861.

There was a severe snowstorm which

left Bowles with a chill and extremely painful sciatica.
Shortly after this occurrence, Emily "shows a concern for his
health that went far beyond the requirements even of close
friendship.

There is a hint of deep anxiety.

11

15

Still another letter (241) reflects Emily's deep concern
and affection because of his bad health:
Perhaps you thought I didn't care - because I stayed
out, yesterday, I did care, Mr. Bowles. I pray for
your sweet health - to "Alla" - every morning - but
something troubled me - and I knew you needed light
and air - so I didn't come. Nor have I the conceit
that you noticed me - but I couldn't bear that you,
or Mary, so gentle to me - should think me forgetful
It's little, at the most - we can do for our's and we
must do that - flying - or our things are flown!
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Dear friend, I wish you well It grieves me till I cannot speak, that you are
suffering. Won't you come back? Can't I bring
you something? My little Balm might be o'erlooked
by wiser eyes - you know - Have you tried the Breeze
that swings the Sign - or the Hoof of the Dandelion?
I own 'em - wait for mine!
This is all that I have to say - Kinsmen need say
nothing - but "Surveller may be sure of the
"Marchioness".
Love for Mary. 16
This letter was written after Bowles became a patient of
Dr. Denniston.

He was suffering from sciatica.

Emily appears

paralyzed by the grief that she feels and offers him Nature fresh air and sunshine - as a possible cure.
Emily wrote another letter around early December 1861, which
is about suffering and pain.

Sewall describes the letter

precisely:
"The letter is about suffering and its uses, purportedly
about Bowles' suffering but perhaps as much about her
own suffering as about his, and, to press her intention
further, perhaps to establish a Kinship with him more
than literary or social, a kind of bond (she ha17used
the word in the precious letter) in suffering."
There are many letters written from Emily to Bowles during
the crucial years and she continues to write to Bowles until
his death.

The letters from 1862-1865 seem to reflect an

emotional disturbance; some believe from circumstantial
evidence that Emily had fallen in love with Reverend Charles
Wadsworth.

The bulk of Emily's correspondence during these

years went to Colonel Higginson and Samuel Bowles.

This is

also the period when Emily makes Bowles her confidant in a
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matter which touched her heart. (This matter could have pertained
to Wadsworth and it could have pertained to Bowles himself) As
Johnson writes "The letters of this group are the most moving
of all, for they reveal the pathos of unrequited yearning and
the assurance of a mature artist who cannot expect fame in her
18
lifetime.11

The letters written in the remaining four years(18 66-18 69)
of this decade are few.
to be recovered.

They were either destroyed or have yet

She continues to write to Higginson, but her

poetic drive seems to reach a temporary stalemate.
During the next four years, Emily appears to have capitalized
on her poetic resilience and the number of surviving letters
increases substantially.

The correspondence was chiefly directed

to Colonel Higginson, the Holland family, and Susan Gilbert
Dickinson.

In 18 74, Emily experienced a major tragedy of her

life - the death of her father.

This greatly affected her poetry

and she wrote few poems after 18 74.
withdrew from the outside world.

During 1 8 75-1879, Emily

This period brought life

shattering truth that death is the final embracer.

She long

agonized over the unsuspecting death of her nephew, Gilbert,
who had brought everyone so much happiness� the dreaded
death of her prospective publisher - latent lover(?} - Samuel
Bowles.
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Reverend Charles Wadsworth
The Great Query - Diadem or Scarlet Letter?
The great query - was Reverend Charles Wadsworth, the
beloved clergyman, the lover, with whom Emily shared an
intimacy of many years?

Biographers still differ on various

theories concerning Emily's intimacy with a man in the shadows;
however, the lover most agreed upon as the married man with
whom Emily fell in love has been Reverend Charles Wadsworth.
Circumstantial evidence seems to indicate that Emily did fall
deeply in love with him.
According to Thomas Johnson, "Her [Emily's] love for the
Reverend Charles Wadsworth may well have been the single most
important event in her life, and its force continued to give
direction to her productive capabilities for the rest of her
l"f
i e. ,,

1

The strange facts which seem to contradict this theory of
intimacy are, firstly, that only one letter survives of Charles'
correspondence and secondly, that after Emily heard Wadsworth's
sermon-in Philadelphia in 1855, she saw him only twice (in
October 1859 and in August 1880).

Obviously, there were few

opportunities for these two people to have had an intimate
relationship.
Richard Sewall suggests that the intimate relationship
was only a figment of Emily's infatuation and imagination.
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He feels that "Wadsworth was not so much the man in her
[Emily's] life as the one who provided the idea of what a
man in her life would have been like.

11

2

Charles Wadsworth was another influential male in Emily's
life who was quite a bit older--approximately 16 years her
senior.

He graduated from Union College in 1837 (when Emily

was only about seven years old).

He was ordained and became

known as one of the leading orators of his day.

He taught two

years at Canajoharie, New York and spent two years in the
Princeton Theological Seminary.

He was pastor of the second

Presbyterian Church of Troy, New York from 1842-1850.

He

accepted the call and served as pastor of the Arch Street
Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia from 1850 until April 1862.
It is proposed that during these years, Emily heard Wadsworth
preach.

She had stayed with the Colemans and had visited their

church in 1855.

This was probably when she heard his sermons

since his popularity in Philadelphia was phenomenal.

His

preaching was ranked second only to Henry Ward Beecher's
preaching in Brooklyn.

Wadsworth, unlike Judge Lord and

Edward Dickinson, could provide Emily with pastoral guidance,
spiritual consolation, and religious sustenance.

He became

Emily's "closest earthly friend" while simultaneously he became
Emily's reverential inspiration.

Johnson believes that Emily's

"admiration of him as an ideal and her yearning for him as a
person was of unsurpassed importance in her growth as a poet.

11

3
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William Sherwood, on the other hand, refuses to give
Wadsworth any credit as far as having inspired Emily's
artistic abilities and establishes the following argument:
"But those of us who are aware of the great
distance that lies between a maiden lady's
fantasies about a married Philadelphia preacher
and the achievements of Emily Dickinson's
imagination recognize that Wadsworth could not
be important as a source of the poet's artistic
power or as an influence upon it, for that
power was not his to give; he was but the
efficient cause of the way that for a while her
power was deployed. Wadsworth matters because
some four hundred and fifty poems, now placed
in a random order that sets poems of suffering
beside poems of joy, and poems of devotion next
to others that are almost blasphemous in their
bitterness, are resolved into a coherent sequence
once we piece together from the inferences,
allusions, and metaphoric language of the "Master"
lette\s the fantasy that Emily Dickinson made of
him."
There are innumerable questions concerning the "Master"
There are some who believe the letters were directed

letters.

to Otis P. Lord.

Others believe that the letters were written

to Samuel Bowles.
Charles Wadsworth.

Many believe that they were written to
What are referred to as the "Master" letters

are three draft letters found after Emily's death.

Two were

written in ink with pencil corrections and the other was written
in pencil.
Master.

All three were directed to a man she addressed as

Based on the handwriting, the dates of the letters

are conjectured as that of the late 1850's and early 1860's.
Reference by Emily to her dog, Carlo, almost assuredly confirms
the supposed dates.

Two of these letters are "among the most

intense and fervent love letters she [Emily] ever wrote, and
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all three are extraordinary human documents, at once baffling
and breathtaking."

5

The order in which the letters were written has not been
determined with any certainty.
approximately around 18 5 8.
Master.

The first letter was dated

It is a "get well" letter to Emily's

Emily only makes reference to her own illness, but she

is most concerned with her Master's condition.

She wants her

Master to get well.

It seems that he hasn't written to her

in quite some time.

She pretends to be appalled by the

correspondence and she conveys the fact that she thought he
(unidentified person) was in Heaven during the interim until
he spoke again (wrote again?).

Emily imparts that she wishes

that all that she loves would remain strong.
him that Heaven is here (where she is).

She emphasizes to

Apparently, Emily had

sent the man poetry which he did not fully understand.
refers to the poems as "my flowers."

She

She explains that they

say what all of nature says to those who listen:

"They said

what the lips in the West, say, when the sun goes down, and
so says the Dawn.11 6
Emily then asks him to "Listen again" as she explains how
she honors and anxiously awaits when she and he meet on yonder
shore.
anymore.

Suddenly she is overwrought with pain and cannot write
In closing she realizes that weakness (illness) evokes

memory and strengthens love.

She requests in an almost desperate

tone "Will you tell me, please to tell me, soon as you are well." 7
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Sewall makes an interesting observation: ".... there seems a
disturbing one-sidedness in the relationship; she is making an
effort to get him to understand more, one feels, than her poems.
The tone is of muted entreaty.11 8

Wadsworth took time to write

poetry and it is believed that he and Emily shared their poems.
This would seem to indicate some type of understanding.

Why

would Emily need to make an effort to get Wadsworth to under
stand more?

This disturbing one-sidedness Sewall mentions seems

characteristic of Samuel Bowles.
The second of the three letters to the "Master" makes reference
to Revelations 7:13-14 and associates the Master with the ministry.
If this assumption is true, then the "Master" letters must direct
one to Wadsworth.

She confesses her love for the man; yet, she

realizes that fulfillment is forbidden in real life--virtually
impossible.
possible.
and unreal.

In her imaginary world--her mind--anything is
In reality, "her Master in this letter is remote
Not a single descriptive phrase identifies him

unmistakably among the men in her life we know anything about.
All we can be sure of is his (Master's) failure to understand
her and to respond to her love. 11 9
Focusing on the statement that the Master failed to under
stand her and to respond to her love, one certainly would believe
that the Master letters were written to Samuel Bowles.
understand Emily; certainly not her poetry.

He didn't

He failed to re

spond to her in every way: spiritually, poetically, physically,
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and emotionally.

Wadsworth, on the other hand, seems to have

responded to her poetically, emotionally, and spiritually.
The third letter, dated about 1862, is very different from
the first two in many respects.

Sewall describes better than

anyone the contrasts:
"They (the first two) address a man to whom Emily
can speak eye-to-eye, but here she writes in
object humility, 'smaller,' 'lower,' and offender
and a blunderer, not even knowing her fault. She
will gladly submit to any punishment except banish
ment. In the first letter, she spoke to a fellow
sufferer in illness; in the second, she was his
Daisy, his Queen, his companion, but only once his
little girl playing in the woods. Those letters
scolded and joked and indulged in fantasies; here
the tone is
most entirely self-abasing and
apologetic."

10

Renunciation of love could evoke a range of feeling and
deep emotion such as loneliness, suffering, dejection, isolation,
disappointment, frustration, and overpowering despair.

This

final letter shows "the despair into which a sensitive person
can sink when such a love is rejected or, worst of all, seen
•
II 11
by the 1 oved one--as an offense or an in
• trusion.
The third letter, assuming this is the correct order,
echoes Emily's frustration and helplessness.

It is an

expression of her despair--her final cry:
Oh, did I offend it--[Didn't it want me to
tell it the truth] Daisy--Daisy--offend it-
who bends her smaller life to his (it's) meeker
(lower) every day--who only asks--a task-[who] something to do for love of it--some little
way she cannot guess to make that master glad-A love so big it scares her, rushing among her
small heart--pushing aside the blood and leaving
her faint (all) and white in the gust's arm--
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Daisy--who never flinched thro' that awful
parting, but held her life so tight he should not
see the wound--who would have sheltered him in her
childish bosom (Heart)--only it wasn't big eno'
for a Guest so large--this Daisy--grieve her Lord-
and yet it (she) often blundered--Perhaps she
grieved (grazed) his taste--perhaps her odd-Back
woodsman [life] ways [troubled] teased his finer
nature (sense). Daisy [fea] knows all that--but
must she go unpardoned--teach her, preceptor grace-
teach her majesty--Slow [Dull] at patrician things-
Even the wren upon her nest learns (knows) more than
Daisy dares-Low at the knee that bore her once unto [royal]
wordless rest [now] Daisy [stoops a] Kneels a culprit-
tell her her [offence] fault--Master--if it is [not
so] small eno' to cancel with her life, [Daisy] she is
satisfied--but punish [do not] don't banish er--shut
her in prison, Sir--only pledge that you will forgive-
sometime before the grave, and Daisy will not mind-
She will awake in [his] your likeness.
Wonder stings me more than the Bee--who did never
sting me--but made gay music with his might whenever
I [may] [should] did go--Wonder wastes my pound, you
said I had no size to spare-You send the water over the Dam in my brown eyes-
I've got a cough as big as a thimble--but I don't
care for that-I've got a Tomahawk in my side but that don't hurt
me much.
[If you] Her Master stabs her more-Won't he come to her--or will he let her seek him,
never minding [whatever] so long wandering [out] if to
him at last.
Oh how the sailor strains, when his boat is filling-
Oh how the dying tug, till the angel comes. Master-
open your life wide, and take me in forever, I will never
be tired--! will be noisy when you want to be still.
I will be [glad] [as the] your best little girl--nobody
else will see me, but you--but that is enough--! shall
not want anymore--and all that Heaven only wf 1 dis
appoint me--will be because it's not so dear

2

Why does Emily refer to this man as Master?

Does she

associate Master with a person who has power, authority, or
control or with the head of the household?

Does she associate

Master with a male teacher in a private school who has thorough
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knowledge of a subject?

Does she use the term to refer to

someone who is highly skilled or considered to be an expert?
Does she use the term to mean printer or Jesus Christ or Lord?
Master could also mean a workman qualified by training and ex
perience to teach apprentices and carry on a trade independently.
With these associations or definitions of Master in mind, Charles
Wadsworth, Samuel Bowles, or Judge Otis P. Lord could have been
viewed by Emily one way or another as "Master."

The most probable

recipients of her "Master" letters are Charles Wadsworth and
Samuel Bowles.

The person most agreed upon to have been the

recipient of the "Master" letters is Samuel Bowles; however,
the great query goes unanswered.

The underlying focus is the

significance of these letters. They show the influence that
these intimate men had upon Emily's writing and most importantly,
they show the impact these men had in her life.

�2

Death - The Door To Immortality
There is little question that death and immortality were
central themes for Emily's poetry.

She was always conscious

of both, and due to her preoccupation with death and immortality,
she created poetry that is still most powerful and enduring.
Death and immortality became veritable enigmas for Emily.
She was influenced by death all of her life; she was surrounded
by it.
In 1838, Emily's grandfather died when she was only eight.
In 1844, Sophia Holland, Emily's close friend died at age
fifteen.

This was actually Emily's firsthand knowledge of

death ; she was just thirteen.
of Emily's died.

In 1847, Olivia Coleman, a friend

In 1848, Jacob Hall, a student of Amherst Academy,

died of tuberculosis.

Emily Bronte, much admired by Emily Dickinson,

also died that same year.

In 1849, Mary Lyon, founder of Mount

Holyoke Seminary, died much to Emily's dismay.

During the years

of 1851 through 1854, there were thirty-two deaths in the small
town of Amherst due to diseases.

Three of the individuals were

very special to Emily: Leonard Humphrey, Ben Newton, and Charlotte
Bronte.

Newton is the young man who is generally thought to be the

"friend who taught me [Emily] Immortality and who understood her
poetic promise.11 1
In the years of 1861 through 1886, the following persons also
succumbed: Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Frazer Stearns, Loring
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Norcross, E.B. Hunt, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Elizabeth Coleman
Dudley, Joseph B. Lyman, Mary Higginson, Mrs. Lord, Samuel Bowles,
George Eliot, Edward Dickinson, Joseph Gilbert Holland, Charles
Wadsworth, Emily's mother, Gilbert Dickinson, Otis P. Lord, Helen
Hunt Jackson, Henry David Thoreau, President Garfield, D. Holland,
and Ralph Waldo Emerson.

There were fifty-eight deaths from

1838 to 1885 that possibly contributed to Emily's preoccupation
with death and immortality.

All five of the men conjectured as

intimate men in Emily's life who influenced her poetry died
before Emily did.

She suffered and mourned their deaths.

In

Heaven Beguiles The Tired, Thomas W. Ford characterized Emily
as the observer of death:
"She became an observer of death--and its effects
on the living as witnessed in her immediate family,
in nature, in neighboring houses, giving special
attention to such things as funerals and busy house-hold activities in houses recently visited by death." 2
These observations are reflected in Emily's poetry.

She

wrote many poems where the themes of death and immortality appear
to be two explicit, distinct subjects.

She wrote other poems

which encompass both subjects simultaneously.

She wrote a

large number of poems on death, but in fact, she wrote more poems
on immortality.

Because Emily was surrounded by death, she

approached the subject of death from every possible direction.
Emily's reflections of the Amherst deaths were shared in
many of her poems.

The thirty-two deaths that occurred over a

three year period indubitably set Emily's mind in a state of
wonderment as a result of her emotional participation.

Around
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1861 she wrote "I felt a Funeral in my Brain" which characterized
New England funerals and the effect they had upon sensitive people:
I felt a Funeral, in my Brain,
And Mourners to and fro
Kept treading--treading--till it seemed
That Sense was breaking through-And when they all were seated,
A Service, like a Drum-Kept beating--beating--till I thought
My Mind was going numb-And then I heard them lift a Box
And creak across my Soul
With those same Boots of Lead, again
Then Space--began to toll,
As all the Heavens were a Bell,
And Being, but an Ear
And I, and Silence. Some strange Race
Wrecked, solitary, here-And
And
And
And

then a Plank in Reason, broke,
I dropped down, and down-
hit a world, at every pl�nge
finished knowing--then--

"The Superb poem 'I felt a Funeral in my Brain'" fulfills
its intent of evoking the characteristic mood of New England
funerals and their appalling effect upon a person both sensitive,
and acutely allergic, to them.

The mourners keep 'treading-

treading' until they are seated, and then the service like a
drum keeps 'beating--beating,' until the poet's mind seems numb.
The sense of desolation, and the Poe-like effect of the maelstrom
created by the whole procedure, are focused with extraordinary
4
skill in the three concluding stanzas.
Emily dealt with the all engrossing subject of death with an
undeniable concentration of feeling and emotion.

Her elegies
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were written in commemoration of those she had loved.

Many

are identifiable, but a large number are generalized and
could have been intended for any person.

Some of her best

identifiable elegies were inspired by a very traumatic experience
which she suffered--the death of her father.
Edward Dickinson was delivering an address before the
Massachusetts legislature in Boston on June 16, 1874, when
suddenly he was stricken by heart failure.

He was able to get

himself back to his hotel and two hours after the first attack,
the second proved fatal.

Emily's reactions to her father's

death are recorded in much that she wrote.

In a letter to her

cousins, she vividly outlined the events that occurred prior to
the notification of her father's death:
We were eating our supper the fifteenth [sixteenth]
of June, and Austin came in. He had a despatch in his
hand, and I saw by his face we were all lost, though I
didn't know how. He said that father was very sick,
and he and Vinnie must go. The train had already gone.
While horses were dressing, news came that he was dead.
Father does not live with us now--he lives in a new
house. Though it was built in an hour it is better
than this. He hasn't any garden because he moved after
gardens were made, so we take him the best flowers,
and_if �e only knew he knew, perhaps we could stop
crying.
There are still other reminiscences written to Colonel
Higginson, Mrs. Holland, Mrs. Bowles, Samuel Bowles, and Austin.
Below is one of several reminiscences sent to Higginson by Emily
regarding the loss of her father:
The last afternoon that my Father lived, though
with no premonition--! preferred to be with him,
and invited an absence for Mother, Vinnie being
asleep. He seemed peculiarly pleased as I often
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stayed with myself, and remarked as the afternoon
withdrew, he "would like it not to end." His pleasure
almost embarrassed me and my Brother coming--! suggested
they walk. Next morning I woke him for the train--and
saw him no more. His Heart was pure and terrible and
I think no other like it exists. I am glad there is
Immortality--but would have tested it myself--before
intrusting him.
6
Home is so far from Home, since my Father died.
The loss of Emily's father created disillusionment for her
and altered her disposition.

Her ability to write wasn't impeded;

the loss instead impelled her imaginative mind and the final
product was her impassioned poetry (elegies).
Approximately eighteen months after Edward's death, Emily
sent a request to Higginson.

She asked him to accept Frothingham's

Theodore Parker and George Eliot's Poems,
"The last Books that my Father brought me I have felt
unwilling to open, and �ad reserved them for you, because
he had twice seen you."
Emily cannot bear to open the package from her father.

It

possibly served as a reminder that her communication with her
father had been severed by death and all that she had to soothe
the pain was the hope that Immortality would eventually act as
their reconciler.
In other reminiscences she wrote to Mrs. Holland and expressed
the following sentiment: "When I think of his firm Light--quenched
so causelessly, it fritters the worth of much that shines••. '!
say unto you,' Father would read at Prayers, with a militant
Accent that would startle one... Thank you for the Affection.
It helps me up the stairs at Night, where as I passed my Father's
Door--I used to think was safety.

11

8
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Safety was no longer what Emily felt as she passed the door
where her father used to sleep.

*

created a sense of doom.

The door dramatized death and

Fear replaced safety, death became

reality.

.

\

Emily, the observer and recorder of extremities, most

especially death, wrote the following poem probably immediately

after the death of her father:
Death's Waylaying not the sharpest
Of the thefts of Time-There Marauds a sorer Robber,
Silence--is his name-No Assault, nor any-Menace
Doth betoken him.
But from Life's consurtl\Jate Cluster-
He supplants the Balm.
In this poem, Emily explains that the sharpest thief of
time is not the thief that lies in ambush and then attacks its
victim.

There is one who roves in search of its victim and

them invades without threats.

It is called Silence.

Hence,

from Life's Conswnmate Cluster, Silence uproots one of the
genus just as it had done with Emily's father and Uncle Joseph.

-

Supposedly, this poem was sent to Emily's Aunt Catherine following
the disappearance of Catherine's husband, Joseph Sweetser.

Approximately three and one half years after Edward's death,
Judge Otis Lord's wife died on December 10, 1877.

Since Emily

and Lord were so close, she participated emotionally in Mrs.
Lord's death and Otis' grief and sorrow.

There exist more than

forty poems written in 1877, again demonstrating Emily's
preoccupation with death_
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Only five weeks after Mrs. Lord's death on January 16, 1878,
Samuel Bowles was uprooted from the "Consummate Cluster."

If

the conjectured dates are correct and there are no other undis
covered poems, Emily wrote greater than twenty during that year
and over the next three years, she wrote more than eighty poems.
It is conjectured that Emily's final letter to Bowles was written
in 1877, about a year before his death, and in the letter she
included one of her poems (#1398) which explained that the only
life she has is loving Bowles:
I have no Life but this-
To lead it here-Nor any Death--but lest
Dispelled from there-Nor tie to Earths to come
Nor Action new-Except through this exten�0The Realm [LOVE] of you-She closes the letter with a profound observation:

"It is

strange that the most intangible thing is the most adhesive."
She was probably referring to her love for Bowles and even
though one is incapable of touching love or feeling the physical
substance, it is the one thing that clings to the heart and stays
there.

Memories, images--like love--are also intangible and

most adhesive: A memory of the soul, like love, can last for
eternity.
"After Bowles died in January 1878, she [Emily] wrote poignant
letters to Mary Bowles and Maria Whitney, making herself almost
co-equal in their grief.

More and more Bowles became elevated

in her mind beside her father :
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'He is without doubt with my father', she
wrote Mrs. Bowles; and to Maria Whitney
some five years after Oowles's death: 'The
past is not a package one can lay away. I
see my father's eyes, and those of Mr. Bowles-
those isolated comets. If the future is
mighty as the past, what may vista be?' There
is no trace of bitterness--at least I can
detect none--in these letters, although one 11
can never be sure about this master ironist."
Just as Sewall mentions that Emily almost makes herself a co
equal in Mrs. Bowles' and Maria's grief, there are other re
ferences in letters and poems that indicated that she was
mourning his death, grieving his loss.

This sorrow and anguish

was not imaginary; it was very real for Emily.

In a letter

written to Mrs. Holland, she writes "Dear Mr. Bowles found out
too late, that vitality casts itself.
»12
.
hlffi.

How mournful without

A little over four years had passed before Emily was again
forced to survive and accept four devastating losses.

On April

1, 1882, Charles Wadsworth, her "closest earthly friend," died,
followed by Emily's mother's death only seven months later.
Then just eleven month's after her mother's death, she suffered
the loss of her beloved nephew, Gilbert, on October 5, 1883,
and her dear cousin, Willie, who had died in the spring of that
year_

Scholars agree that Emily never got over the distressing

loss of her nephew.

"She slipped into a 'nervous prostration'
13
that was to incapacitate her for many weeks."
Emily had known many sorrows during her life time which had
transformed her life from desired bliss to undesired pain; yet,
the sorrows had served to deepen her insight and impel her poetic

so

creativity.

Wadsworth had been the man to whom Emily had turned

for spiritual advice and guidance; he had been the man who had
understood and encouraged her poetry, but most of all he had been
a great friend.
his memory.

After Wadsworth's death, she wrote an elegy in

Below is the four line elegy sent to James Clark

(Wadsworth's close friend):
Obtaining but his own extent
In whatsoever Realm-'Twas Christ's own personal ffpanse
That bore him from the Tomb.
Emily canonized Wadsworth; for her, he was the closest facsimile
of God.

"She saw him not only as a 'Man of sorrow [s]' but in

her imagination as one who had earned in life and gained in death
an immortality, a kind of godhead, that she compared to Christ's. 11
Emily wrote poems which could have been inspired by any of
the deaths: Wadsworth's, her mother's, her uncle's, her nephew's.
The poetry was most accurately the result of the effect of all
of these deaths upon Emily.

Emily wrote a poem which appears

to have been a transformation of this well-known prayer.

"As I

lay me down to sleep, I pray the Lord my soul to keep, if I should
die before I wake, I pray the Lord my soul to take."
Emily transformed the prayer by changing words which totally
altered the meaning:
Now I lay thee down to sleep-I pray the Lord thy Dust to Keep-
And if thou live before thou Wake-16
I pray the Lord thy Soul to make--

Again, this poem reveals Emily's preoccupation with death

15
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and her wonderment of immortality.

In another poem she discusses

how a godly person receives the benefits of heaven after one's
physical death:
No matter where the Saints abide,
They make their circuit fair
Behold how great a �rmament
Accompanies a Star.

1

This seems to reiterate the feelings that Emily expresses
in a letter she wrote to James Clark concerning Wadsworth•s
death:
"Heaven might give him Peace, it could not give
him Grandeur; for th g he carried with himself
1
to whatever scene--"
Emily made reference to her mother•s death in a letter she
wrote to Maria Whitney.

"To Maria Whitney she wrote that the

grief of wonder at her mother•s fate

made the winter short,

and each night I reach finds my lungs more breathless, seeking
what it means.•" 19

This thought is followed by poem

1 573:

To the bright east she flies,
Brothers of Paradise
Remit her home,
Without a change of wings,
Or Love•s convenient things,
Enticed to come.
Fashioning what she is,
Fathoming what she was,
We deem we dream-And that dissolves the days
Through which exi ence strays
20
Homeless at home.
Emily viewed the sunset as the end or decline of life.

Here

she referred to the east symbolizing the sunset, the end of her
mother•s life.

Was Emily referring to Bowles, Wadsworth and
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others who had gone before her mother as the persons--Brothers
of Paradise--to send Emily's mother home?

We can only surmise.

Just as anyone would have felt under the circumstances, Emily
felt homeless as she wandered in and out of �xistence.
She wrote a beautiful and significant letter to the Norcross
cousins concerning her mother.

According to Sewall, it is

"significant that one of her first attempts to write, as she
says, 'intuitively' about her mother's death went to the
Norcrosses:
Dear Cousins,
I hoped to write you before, but mother's dying
almost stunned my spirit.
I have answered a few inquiries of love, but
written little intuitively. She was scarcely the
aunt you knew. The great mission of pain had been
ratified--cultivated to tenderness by persistent
sorrow, so that a larger mother died than had she
died before. There was no earthly parting. She
slipped from our fingers like a flake gathered
by the wind, and is now part of the drift called
'the infinite!'
We don't know where she is, though so many tell
us. I believe we shall in some manner be cherished
by our Maker--that the One who gave us this re
markable earth has the power still farther to sur
prise that which He has caused. Beyond that all
is silence....
Mother was very beautiful when she died. Seraphs
are solemn artists. The illumination that comes
but once paused upon her features, and it seemed
like hiding a picture to lay her in the grave;
but the grass that received my father will suffice
his guest, the one he asked at the altar to visit
him all his life.
I cannot tell how Eternity seems. It sweeps
around me like a sea....
Thank you for remembering me. Remembrance-
mighty word.
Thou gavest it to me from the foundation of
the world.
Lovi�gly
11
Emily.
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There seems to be no record of any correspondence with the
Norcrosses for a year and a half after this letter.

Certainly,

Emily must have written them concerning the deaths of Gilbert
and Willie yet, no proof remains supporting that hypothesis.
There are letters written to Sue expressing grief over Emily's
nephew, Gilbert.
Sue kept the following elegy (#1567) which Emily wrote and
it was not released for publication until Johnson's edition:
The Heart has many Doors-
I can but Knock
For any sweet 'come in'
Impelled to hark-Not saddened by repulse,
Repast to me
That somewhe 22, there exists,
Supremacy--'
Poem 1584 was also written in memory of Emily's nephew:
Expanse cannot be lost-
Not Joy, but a Decree
Is Deity-His Scene, Infinity-Whose rumor's Gate was shut so tight
Before my Beam was sown,
Not even a Prognostic's push
Could make a Dent thereon-The World that thou hast opened
Shuts for thee,
But not alone,
We all have followed thee-
Escape more slowly
To thy Tracts of Sheen-
The Tent is listening, 23
But the Troops are gone!
Emily previously had doubted immortality and God and infinity,
but now she needed something to supply her with hope, something
that could give meaning to this disillusionment.

That something
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could only be accompli�hed through her belief in life after
death--immortality.
Five months after Gilberts' death on March 13, 1884, death
arrived to escort Judge Otis P. Lord to his ethereal home.

The

loss of Emily's friend was overwhelming and she needed to understand death.

It divided her estate, removed her friends.

importance of immortality became more apparent.

The

Just as death

acted as the assailant by removing her friends, immortality
would act as the host and reunite them.

Emily sustained hope

by embracing immortality; after all, death's host was immortality.
Otis, in comparison to the others, it is believed, was the
one man who returned Emily's love and affection.

Their association

had begun during Emily's childhood; their affection had grown over
the years.

Their relationship was the most fulfilling of all of

those conjectured.

It is clear that Lord's letters and his presence

brought Emily great happiness.

This was probably the most dis

tressing bereavement that she had to face.
moving elegies in Lord's memory.

She wrote three very

In poem 1638, she equates Lord

with a star reflecting the magnitude of his influence upon her
life:
Go thy great way!
The Stars thou meetst
Are even as Thyself-For what are stars but2tsterisks
To point a human Life?
The other two elegies (Poem 1599 and Poem 1006 respectively)
written in his memory are cited below because of their significance:
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1599
Though the great Waters sleep,
That they are still the Deep,
We cannot doubt-No vacillating God
Ignited_this Ab�ge
To put it out-1606
Quite empty, quite at rest,
The Robin locks her Nest, and tries her Wings.
She does not know a Route
But puts her Craft about
For rumored Springs-She does not ask for Noon-
She does not ask for Boon-Crumbless and homele� of but one request-
The Birds she lost-- 6
In Poem 1599 Emily felt that not even a God of indecision would go
to the trouble to ignite an abode just to put it out.
she became the mother bird overseeing her nest.
watched as it was slowly depleted--one by one.

In Poem 1606

Helplessly, she
Without food or

shelter, she still had only one request--the birds she lost--her
"estate."

Emily's pain wa$ genuine; her losses, real.

Emily once wrote a poem about wading in grief and becoming
so used to it that when joy arrived, it intoxicated her.

One

must remember that her poetry was a personal confession in many
respects.

The grief and anguish in her poems exemplify her

personal grief and anguish.

Much of her death poetry directly

reflects how her father, Newton, Bowles, Wadsworth, and Lord
influenced and shaped her life and her poetry.

I

I
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Immortality - Shapeless Friend
In search for understanding of this shapeless friend-
immortality, Emily never stopped her inquisition.

Death
It

was the assailant who gradually usurped her "estate."
was the thief who had robbed her of her loved ones.
was the unseen power that had the final say.

It

It was mind

boggling; for those denied immortality, death meant eternal
imprisonment.

As Emily became preoccupied with this concept,

immortality became what most view as an obsession.
Sewall emphasizes the significance of her inquisition:
"Immortality was the 'Flood Subject.'

And it was the pursuit

of this that gave form and coherence to her life and her work." 1
Just as death was a veritable enigma, so too was immortality.
The biographical influences and the deaths of intimate friends
and family had greatly affected Emily's attitude toward death,
which had gradually altered her perception of death and immortality.
Her altered perception of immortality was most significant since
it became the only link which would provide a reestablishment
of communication between Emily and her loved ones.
would reunite her with her friends and family.

Immortality

Believing in

immortality served as a temporary solution to her inquisition;
it helped her accept and endure the losses because it provided
reassurance of reconciliation and it fostered hope for futurity.
Emily's preoccupation with thoughts of death and immortality
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became apparent though her poetry.

She searched for hints of

immortality and illustrated those in many of her poems - poems
that were obviously religious which viewed life as a test for
the next life----immortality.

lier earliest poem on immortality

was written in 1858 after cholera and other diseases had
attacked the Amherst community.

It is a poem (7) which examines

nature for hints of immortality.

It expresses some hope for a

better life through immortality realized through the poet's
personal perception and intuition.
William R. Sherwood, author of Circumference and Circumstance:
Stages in the Mind and Art of Emily Dickinson, states that
"Intuition and personal perception were not
the only instruments, however, that she [Emily)
considered making use of in her attempts to
examine nature for evidence of immortality,
but she quickly realized that her subject
was not susceptible to scientific or mathe
matical inquiry.... the conclusions reached
through scientific investigation had the
advantage of relative certainty; if through
the poet's intuition the ascent of the dead
to heaven could be observed and 'tracked'
and charted, her fears that she had made
the wrong choice in deciding to suffer and
humble herself in times so that she could
be exa�ted in eternity would be set at
rest."
Doubt, however, emerges in the poem and the uncertainty
surfaces when Emily explains in stanza four that "My figures
fail to tell me/How far the village lies."

Even the poet's

observation �s no real assurance that there is life after
death.

Emily emphasizes the dependence of immortality on

death because immortality can only be reached through death:
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The feet of people walking home
With gayer sandals go-The Crocus--til she rises
The Vassal of the snow-The lips of Hallelujah
Long years of practise bore
Till bye and bye these Bargemen
Walked singing on the shore.
Pearls are the Diver's farthing
Extorted from the Sea-
Pinions--the Seraph's wagon
Pedestrian once--as we-Night is the morning's canvas
Larceny--legacy-Death, but our rapt attention
To Immortality.
My figures fail to tell me
How far the Village lies-
Whose peasants are the Angels-
Whose cantons dot the skies-
My classics veil their faces-
My faith that Dark adores-
Which from its solemn Ab�eys
Such resurrection pours.

In stanza one, just as the crocus, after rising above the
ground, is no longer the vassal (slave) of the snow, we,
likewise, through immortality, are no longer slaves to this
life, but can hope for a better life in the future.
In another poem (#679), Emily addresses immortality and
regards it with respect, for even her instincts esteem him.
It is that shapeless friend who doesn't speak or give evidence
of its physical identity; yet, Emily is conscious of its presence
in her chamber.

She isn't certain if this shapeless friend comes

only to visit her or if he visits everyone.

She does not know

whether her experience is unique and has no way of finding an
answer:
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Conscious am I in my Chamber,
Of a shapeless friend-He doth not attest by Posture-
Nor Confirm--by Word-Neighter Place--need I present Him-
Fitter Courtesy
Hospitable intuition
Of His company-Presence is His furthest license-
Neither He to Me
Nor Myself to Him--by Accent-
Forfeit Probity-Weariness of Him, were quainter
Than Monotory
Knew a Particle--of Space's
Vast Society-Neight if He visit Other-Do He dwell--or Nay--know I-
But Instinct tsteem Him
Immortality-One of Emily's more famous poems (#712), "Because I could
not stop for Death," appeared in the 1890 Poems entitled "The
Chariot_"

This poem is viewed by many as the soul's journey

to eternity.

Some think it commemorates her poetic awakening.

Others view the poem as a Narrative with "Death as the gallant
lover and Immortality as the protector; still others see death

5
and immortality as partners in a crime of seduction: 11

Because I could not stop for Death-
He kindly stopped for me-The Carriage held but just Ourselves-
And Immortality_
We slowly drove--He knew no haste
And I had put away
My labor and my leisure too,
For His Civility--
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We
At
We
We

passed the
Recess--in
passed the
passed the

school, where children strove
the Ring-Fields of Gazing Grain-
Setting Sun--

Or rather--He passed Us-The Dews drew quivering and chill-
For only Gossamer, my Gown-My Tippet--only Tulle-We paused before a House that seemed
A swelling of the Ground-The Roof was scarcely visible-
The Cornice--in the Ground-Since then--'tis Centuries--and yet
Feels shorter than the Day
I first surmised the H�rses' Heads
Were toward Eternity-Since this poem is so ambiguous, it invites many interpretations
Stanza one clearly establishes the fact that the carriage is
occupied by Death, Immortality, and the poet.

Stanza two portrays

Death as the courteous caller who demonstrates his consideration
of the poet's feelings by driving slowly--showing "no haste."
Stanza three delineates three stages of life: childhood, maturity,
and death.

Stanza four confirms the poet's awe at death's onset.

The poet indicates metaphorically that she is not prepared for
death.

In stanza five the carriage pauses before a dwelling

place--or if the word "House" is meant literally--a building
in which an assembly meets--possibly Emily's family and friends.
Was this the House that Immortality inhabited?

In stanza six

the poet, after a long journey which seemed short, guesses that
"the Horses' Heads were toward Eternity"--immortal life.
The poet's uncertainty is evidenced in the poem; yet, she
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continues to entertain thoughts of life beyond death.

One of

Emily's earliest inquiries of immortality occurred after the
death of Benjamin Newton.

She wrote a letter to Newton's

minister in Worcester--Reverend Edward Everett Hale--to inquire
about Newton's spiritual state at the time of his death.

She

was concerned with where it was that her deceased friend now
resided: "...was he willing to die" when death came upon him
and "was he today in Heaven? n

Newton was the man, supposedly,

who taught Emily "immortality."

7

In a letter written to Higginson one month after Emily's
father's death, she wrote "I am glad there is Immortality."
It is presumed that she again asked the question "Is immortality
true" after Judge Otis Lord's illness in 1882.

Washington

Gladden, the Springfield minister, answered her question in a
letter on May 2 7 , 1882:
My Friend:
"Is Immortality true?" I believe that it is true-the only reality--almost; a thousand t�mes truer than mortality,
which is but a semblance after all....
Similarly, shortly after the death of Samuel Bowles, Emily
wrote to Maria Whitney the following statement: ....That he
[Bowles] has received Immortality who so often conferred it,
invests it with more sudden charm •... 9
Wadsworth was the only man {of the five discussed) whose
faith did not have to be questioned, since Emily believed
Wadsworth would certainly attain life after death.

Nonetheless,
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the subject of immortality constantly haunted, yet fascinated
Emily.

Much of Dickinson's poetry expressed a skepticism about

immortality.

Her frustration rose out of the incertitude of

whether immortality was true--was there life after death?

She

would never know the answer to that question during her lifetime.
Thus Emily would continue to live by her own personal convictions.
The following poem 683 written around

1 862--during

the critical

period of her life--foreshadows that intent:
The Soul unto itself
Is an imperial friend-Or the most agonizing spy-An Enemy--could send-Secure against its own-No treason it can fear-
Itself--its sovereign--of itsrbf
The soul should stand in awe
Her best poetry on immortality was written from
She became engrossed with the concept of eternity.

1 862

to 1865.

In poem 624,

the first line is proof that she believes in eternity:

"Forever-

is compose d of Nows--. "11
Poem

1 421

addressed a question about which Emily was intensely

curious--what form life would take after physical death:
Such are the inlets of the mind-
His outlets--would you see
Ascend with me the eminence
of immortality-Emily believed that immortality wouldn't change her identity;
it would serve as an extension of this life without time as an
omen.

This is suggested in poem 370. -=--
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Stanza
Heaven is so far of the Mind
That were the mind dissolved-
The Site--of it--by Architect
Could not again be proved-Stanza

2

'Tis Vast--as our capacity-
As fair--as our idea-To Him of adequate desire
13
No further 'tis, than Here-Charles Anderson, author of Emily Dickinson's Poetry:
Stairway ·of -Surprise, concludes·that •a:11 ·the eviden·ce ·from her
[Emily's] writings point towards unresolved dilemma both as to
her belief in immortality and that larger one encompassing it,
belief in the existence of God."

12

She never resolved either

of these dilemmas completely.
Emily's overwhelming tone of doubt is echoed through other
poems, but she felt it was better to doubt and search for the
answer than to accept the idea because someone else told her
to believe it.

"Her final position may be summed up, that it

is better to be in a state of unbelieving search than to accept
a creed on the basis of habit or authority."

14

Immortality was a subject that constantly consumed Emily's

----------

---- --.•

- --•• •-•- • - • •--••-----•-•M

mind_ Whether it was consciously or subconsciously, she
·····-

grew tired of the subject_

V

Ju�t·-;·;·· �ily had approached the subject of death from

every direction imaginable, she, likewise, approached the
subject of Immortality in search of an acceptable concept. (S?
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She sometimes viewed love as immortality, remembrance of the
deceased as immortality, and even affirmation of God as
immortality.

In Poem 924, love and immortality appear to be

the same:
Love--is that later Thing than Death-
More precious--than Life-Confirms it at its entrance--And
Usurps it--of itself
Tastes Death--the first--to hand the sting
The Second--to its friend-Disarms the little interval-Deposits Him with God-Then hovers--an inferior Guard-
Lest this Beloved Charge
Need--once in an Eternity 15
A smaller than the large
Poem 809 suggests that immortality is achieved if the deceased
person is remembered by family and friends:
Unable are the Loved to die
For Love is Immortality,
Nay, it is Deity-Unable they that love--to die
For Love reforms Vitality
Into Divinity.
This poem also suggests that love is immortality.

Poem 491 also

echoes that suggestion; Stanza one introduces something intangible
which lives after death.

Stanza two identifies it as love.

While it is alive
Until Death touches it
While it and I lap one air
Dwell in one Blood
Under one Sacrament
Show me Division can split or pare--
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Love is like Life--merely longer
Love is like Death, during the Grave
Love is the Fellow of Resurrection
Scooping up the Dust and chanting "Live"! 17
Emily believed that she would be reconciled with her farni1y
and friends through immortality.
to the reunion.

In many poems she refers

The last two stanzas of Poem 607 make this

reunion apparent:
The Grave yields uac� her Robberies-
The Years, our pilfered Things
Bright Knots of Apparitions
Salute us, with their wings-as we--it were--that perished-Themself--had just remained till we rejoin them-
And 'twas ther and not ourself
That mourned. 8
Poem 615 affirms a belief in God and immortality.

It

outlines the journey of life through death with the hope of
reaching immortality:
Our journey had adv2����-
Our feet were almost come
To that odd Fork in Being's Road-
Eternity--by Term-Our pace took sudden awe-Our feet--reluctant--led-
Before--were Cities--but Between-
The Forest of the Dead-Retreat--was out of Hope-
Behind--a Sealed Route-
Eternity's White Flag--B1 §ore-
And God--at every Gate-For Emily, the problem of immortality wasn't resolved until
her death, and although she continued to search for a solution,
she knew that the only way to obtain the answer was to experience

•
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what she had long feared-death itself.
thing really mattered--immortality.

She believed that one

In Poem 1365, she expressed

the attitude that if all were taken away, the only thing left
worth stealing was immortality.
Apparently, all was taken away from Emily--her estate had
been usurped--she was left with immortality.... immortality
reached through her physical death.

Emily's search had not been

in vain; it had been successfully completed.

She "had given her

poems the strength to survive, and eternity would assay the
firmness of her soul.11 20

She definitely passed the test and

achieved immortality through her powerful and enduring poetry.
Ironically and deservedly, she became "immortal twice."
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Conclusion
Emily's letters and poems and their reflections are proof
that she became preoccupied with two specific subjects--death
and immortality.

This preoccupation enlivened her senses and

she began to observe all things with a concentrated intensity.
This intensity that we have seen through Emily's letters and
poems exemplifies how the five men--Edward Dickinson, Benjamin
Newton, Samuel Bowles, Charles Wadsworth, and Otis Lord--and

the loss of each one at a different time in her life influenced
her attitude and altered her perception.
Emily's biographical background and the biographical back
grounds of each of these men take on an undeniable significance
because of the impact and impressions they had on Emily's
perception of death and immortality and her final product--her
poetry.

Due to this, her death and immortality poems should

be viewed as a product of the culmination of all of these influences upon her developing mind.

It is apparent that "by her

poems alone, she has the power to command our interest and
attention, and to arouse our curiosity and sense of wonder."

1

More than a century has passed since she began her journey

through eternity, yet still today her poetry illustrates an
eccentric mastery of the language and of life.
A house of supposition entertains the details and conjectures
of her life.

By virtue of Emily's passionate writing and her

revitalization of the language, she has become, by a profound
irony, the poet of her lifetime and ours - Emily Dickinson: the
face we choose to miss.
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